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Abstract: The way humans and artificially intelligent machines interact is undergoing a dramatic change.
This change becomes particularly apparent in domains where humans and machines collaboratively work
on joint tasks or objects in teams, such as in industrial assembly or disassembly processes. While there is
intensive research work on human–machine collaboration in different research disciplines, systematic and
interdisciplinary approaches towards engineering systems that consist of or comprise human–machine
teams are still rare. In this paper, we review and analyze the state of the art, and derive and discuss core
requirements and concepts by means of an illustrating scenario. In terms of methods, we focus on how
reciprocal trust between humans and intelligent machines is defined, built, measured, and maintained
from a systems engineering and planning perspective in literature. Based on our analysis, we propose
and outline three important areas of future research on engineering and operating human–machine teams
for trusted collaboration. For each area, we describe exemplary research opportunities.
Keywords: human–machine collaboration; human–machine teams; human-in-the-loop; trust within
teams; sensor and data analysis technologies
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1. Introduction
With the rapid growth of autonomous systems, ubiquitous sensing and Artificial Intelligence
technologies, over the years to come we shall be witnessing a dramatic change in how and to what
ends humans and machines interact and work together. In many fields, such as industry, traffic and
healthcare, where the environment is very complex and dynamic, these interactions are expected to yield
huge benefits in improving productivity and reducing strain of humans. As per today, machines can
perform repetitive, high-speed tasks with high accuracy. Humans, on the other hand, display higher
flexibility and adaptability levels as well as high perception capabilities.
Combining the different but complementary abilities of humans and machines opens up the possibility
of harnessing the strengths of both the human and the machine, in an increasing number of applications.
The way humans and machines work together in industrial assembly and disassembly but also in office
environments will change from a static hierarchical relationship to flexible collaboration on shared objects
in team structures.
Teamwork requires trust between team members. Trust in human teams is a very well researched
topic [1,2]. In addition, over the past few years, intensive work has been carried out on how humans can
trust “Artificially Intelligent Agents” [3,4]. However, in the case of human–machine teams, there are new
facets of trust to be considered, owing to the peer-to-peer relationships in teams. First, human workers
must trust the machines. Think about yourself sitting in an autonomously driving car! Delegating choice
of speed as well as longitudinal and latitudinal direction requires you to trust the vehicle. Second,
and reciprocally, the machines must trust the human team members. For instance, for your autonomous
car to hand over control over the vehicle back to you, you need to be sure that you are attentive, not
distracted, and cognitively and emotionally capable to take over.
Hence, teams that consist of humans and artificially intelligent machines require mechanisms to
bring about and maintain trust relationship from the human members to the machine members, and vice
versa. Note that, by “trusted collaboration”, we include both “trustfulness” as an internal quality denoting
mutual trust between human and machine team members, as well as “trustworthiness” denoting a quality
of the resulting human–machine system as perceived by an external entity.
While there has been intensive research on the human-to-machine direction of trusted collaboration [3],
there is only little work on the machine-to-human direction.
Trust is an intrinsically social concept. However, the notion of trusted team collaboration in technical
systems touches upon a wide range of heterogeneous and interdisciplinary aspects. It includes vulnerability
and safety, reliability and dependability (which are well-researched concepts in Software Engineering),
as well as the role of formal verification and validation. In addition, relevant topics are trust in sensors and
actuators, transparency, interpretability, and explainability of AI systems and algorithms, but also notions
of value alignment [3] between humans and AI systems, touching upon issues of preference elicitation,
and on optimality, utility, and fairness of decisions made by algorithms [5].
While there is a plethora of discipline-specific models and methods that might be applicable [3],
there is a blatant lack of methods for the systematic engineering of human–machine teams that bring
about trusted collaboration. The first goal of this paper is to review and define fundamental concepts
and approaches related to trusted collaborative human–machine teamwork. The second goal is—based
on a review of the state of the art—to identify core research challenges to be tackled as we shall move
towards overarching methodological concepts, theories, and tools for engineering future collaborative
human–machine teams. Note that, within this paper, the term machine refers to any type of computerized
agents equipped with some autonomy or intelligence, including robots, artificially intelligent software
agents and smart software services.
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This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present and discuss a simple human–machine
scenario, which will be deployed throughout the paper to illustrate aspects of human–machine cooperation.
From this scenario, we then derive some basic engineering-related requirements, including the concept
of mutual trust. The state of the art in relevant research areas is introduced and analyzed in Section 3,
motivating the opportunities for future research, which we identify and discuss in Section 4. The paper
ends with a short conclusion and outlook in Section 5.
2. Example Scenario: Disassembling a (Simple) Complex Product
In this section, we introduce a simple initial scenario in order to illustrate some general engineering
challenges that arise in designing and operating human–machine teams. As shown in Figure 1,
a human–machine team, composed of Alice, a human, and Bob, a robot, have the task to jointly disassemble
a device into its components. In our example, the device is a box with a lid; the lid is fixed using different
possible methods (e.g., screwed, glued, or pressed) and can be correspondingly opened with different
tools, e.g., with a screwdriver, cutter, or crowbar. Note that, while this scenario is simple, the challenges
we observe are very similar to those occurring, e.g., in complex (and often dangerous) processes for
disassembling complex products such as electric vehicles including their batteries.
Once opened, the device can contain further sub-devices with lids, again fixed using different
technologies. Connected sub-devices can be separated again using different methods and tools. The device
structure can be recursive.

Figure 1. Introductory scenario: A human–machine team disassembling a product.

Even in this simple example, we note a number of interesting and highly non-trivial requirements
regarding how the human–machine team can go about achieving the overall task.
First, the team needs to find an allocation of tasks and subtasks to team members. While this can be
static, machines and humans may have different capabilities. For example, Bob may be very proficient in
cutting, but performs less well with loosening or tightening screws. Alice, on the other hand, often has
good ideas if an unexpected situation occurs. Often, Bob can assist Alice by handing her the tools she needs
to open the box—or a cup of coffee when Bob realizes Alice becoming inattentive.
Second, note that tasks include domain-specific operational tasks (e.g., opening lids or removing
sub-components) but also decision-making and planning tasks. This includes dynamically negotiating the
allocation of the tasks to the team members, simple choices between alternatives in the process, but also
more complex re-planning operations, e.g., if the device contains an unexpected component for which the
selected opening method fails.
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Third, since Alice and Bob work closely together and either of them may take the lead in some tasks
in an alternating manner, the ways of safely transferring control among the two are required. e.g., in a
somewhat delicate lid opening task, Alice may actually do the opening, using different tools in turn,
while Bob will watch her and hand over the tool which she will need next. During this collaborative
process, Bob should monitor Alice’s level of attentiveness (or distractions) to avoid harmful interactions.
As another example, after Alice has forcefully removed the lid of the device using a crowbar, Bob should
start inspecting the internals of the device together with Alice, getting close to her—while making sure she
is aware of Bob approaching and will not make sudden arm movements that interfere with Bob’s operations
and can be harmful to Alice.
Control transfer in both directions provides interesting challenges. In transferring control from the
human to the machine, the machine must only accept control if it is capable of doing it. In traditional
human–machine systems, it is assumed that the human will judge and decide on whether and when to
transfer control to a machine. In a human–machine team, we shall expect the machine to take a more
active part in this decision process. This requires the machine to be equipped with the capability to reflect
and decide on its ability of taking over control in a certain situation. Two key issues here are (1) the ability
of the machine to correctly recognize and categorize the situation, and (2) the ability of the machine to
reflect upon its capability of taking control given a certain situation has been recognized.
In transferring control from the machine to the human, the machine needs to ensure that the human
is capable of (and willing to) taking control over a certain task in a certain situation. Control transfer
usually takes place in two phases: First, the process needs to be initiated, either by the human or by
the machine. The latter case is more critical as the human may not be attentive, willing, or capable of
taking over at a specific time; second, the transfer needs to be executed using some handshake process.
From the perspective of the machine, two principal capabilities are required for the machine-initiated
variant: (1) Decide whether (and when) to request a human to take over control for a certain task in a
certain situation; (2) Decide under which conditions, when and how the machine should actually release
control and hand it over to the human.
Fourth, the example reveals the need for the human–machine team to be capable of decision-making
and planning under uncertainty, and, in particular, facing different levels of unexpected situations.
This entails the capability of robustly recognizing and reacting to different types of situations that can
occur in a non-deterministic process. This includes foreseeable failure situations (such as the device
being fastened with the wrong type of screws), but also largely new situations, e.g., finding a hitherto
unknown sub-component in a device, or Bob having broken the screwdriver. The latter type of situations
is particularly difficult to deal with for a machine, as it requires reflection on its own capabilities, as well as
the ability to conceptualize new situation types by analyzing deltas from known situations. In particular,
based on this reflection, the machine will need to consult the human teammate for help, and possibly
initiate a transfer of control as discussed above.
Fifth, human–machine teams are usually operating in and are influenced by the larger-scale context
of a socio-technical system. Imagine that Alice and Bob are operating a single cell of a larger disassembly
system together with many other human and machine agents, sharing some physical and digital
infrastructure. In such a scenario, the compositions and the activities of the teams need be coordinated on
a “macro” level to secure overall system effectiveness and efficiency. The coordination mechanism must
allow for teams having private knowledge and pursuing individual objectives. In addition, establishing
long-term trusted relationships among all agents of the system requires planning methods taking fairness
aspects into account. For example, while Alice likes to alternate between disassembly and refurbishing
jobs with Bob and Bert, respectively, her colleague Ann clearly prefers to steadily work with her favorite
teammate Bert on refurbishing. An appropriate approach for team formation and job allocation balances
the conflicting goals of Alice and Ann over time. In engineering human–machine teams, it is crucial to
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understand how planning and operational decision-making at the macro system level affects performance,
stability, and user satisfaction of the “micro” level and vice versa. This will enable designers to define
appropriate design objectives and utility functions, maximizing value alignment between human and
machine actors, and thus contributing to sustainable overall process and system designs.
Sixth and last, we note that mutual (and reciprocal) trust between human and machine is a
necessary basis for effective collaboration, including decision-making and planning, transfer of control,
and increasing efficiency of and reducing uncertainty in interactions between human and machine.
Issues such as over- and under-reliance on the human side, the inherent unpredictability of human actions,
and verifying modes of safe behavior on the machine side can be addressed using the concept of trust
(see Section 4.1).
In the following section, we provide an overview of basic concepts and notions and review the state
of the art in the research areas, which are of highest importance for engineering human–machine teams for
trusted collaboration.
3. Background and State of the Art
3.1. Collaborative Human Machine Teams
3.1.1. Team Collaboration
Groups and teams are the unit of analysis and support in collaborative work. The term “team” can
be best defined by distinguishing it from the term “group”. Both describe ensembles of two or more
individuals working together in consent to achieve a certain goal [1]. While a group builds its structure and
values in processes of grounding and group finding [2,6]), teams often contain “well-defined positions” ([7]
p. 470) for individuals with often “highly-specialized functions or jobs” ([1] p. 34). While roles and
structures in groups may develop along negotiations among members [6], in teams, usually “group
structure, problem difficulty, leadership roles and similar variables cannot be varied beyond very narrow
limits” ([1] p. 34).
Similar to understanding what a team is, the term “collaboration” can be best understood by
distinguishing between the terms of cooperation and collaboration. Both describe work done together
in groups or teams, which is directed towards a goal and coordinated among team or group members.
Dillenbourg [8] has differentiated cooperation and collaboration by the criteria of symmetry, common vs.
shared goals and labor division:
•

•

Symmetry in collaboration is higher than in cooperation: In collaborative work, all actors are allowed
to perform the same activities (symmetry of action), they possess (roughly) similar knowledge
regarding the execution of the activity, and all individuals have a similar status regarding the
collaborative process. On the contrary, in cooperation, individuals may perform different actions
(e.g., actions that follow each other), they may have different knowledge (e.g., performing parts
of their activity based on their knowledge), and there may be hierarchies for the overall process or
parts of it. Regarding our example, the difference between a collaborative or cooperative disassembly
process would be whether all participants are allowed to replace the lid, whether they possess enough
knowledge to do all tasks and whether they decide collectively on sharing work or based on some
hierarchy.
In collaboration, it can be assumed that collaborators follow an overarching common goal in their
collaboration, which goes beyond their (shared) individual goals. For cooperative processes, it would
be enough if the individuals share similar goals (e.g., fulfilling their part of the processes with
high quality).
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The division of labor is potentially the most obvious difference between cooperation and collaboration:
“In cooperation, partners split the work, solve sub-tasks individually and then assemble the partial
results into the final output. In collaboration, partners do the work together” [8] (p. 8). As described
above, in our example, collaboration would describe a process in which the robot and human
work conduct joint activities such as one teammate holding the object and the other dismantling it,
or whether they perform them in sequential steps that happen after each other.

In addition, Dillenbourg [8] states that collaboration is more interactive and negotiable than cooperation.
Therefore, collaboration implies synchronicity (working at the same time), while cooperation may also happen
asynchronously.
3.1.2. Human–Machine Teams
One useful approach for structuring scenarios where humans are working together with an
autonomous machine is the time-space classification. This classification from Computer-Supported
Cooperative Work (CSCW) research can be adopted and applied to human–robot interaction [9].
This time-space classification known as Johansen matrix [10] classifies group work into four different
categories: same time–same place, same time–different places, different times–same place, and different
times–different places, see Figure 2.
The human in a human–machine team can have different roles depending on a pre-defined form of
interaction (e.g., supervisor, operator, collaborator, cooperator).
In the example scenario introduced in Section 2, the focus is on designing human–machine teams
with peer-like relationships between a team’s partners. Therefore, it falls under the same time, same place
cell of the Johansen matrix, synchronous and co-located cooperative or collaborative teamwork in which
the human’s role can be a collaborator and/or cooperator depending on the sub-task description.

Figure 2. Johansen time-space matrix for robot-supported cooperative work.

There is ample research on teams consisting of automated robots, see [11,12] for two recent surveys.
A classic example of robotic teams is the RoboCup initiative [13,14]. In addition, models for software agent
teams and organizations have been investigated in the area of multi-agent systems, starting with early
work on team-oriented programming [15,16], and in the Intelligent Virtual Agents community, see [17]
for a survey. These approaches mostly focus on scenarios in which humans are sometimes simulated,
sometimes users, but rarely part of the team.
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Human–machine teams have been investigated in multi-agent systems, particularly aiming at
planning and coordination tasks [18,19] and studying non-functional qualities such as explainability [20].
However, these approaches do hardly address the challenges of humans collaborating with cyber-physical
systems, where physical interaction and safety concerns are prevalent. A promising conceptual approach
highlighting human–robot collaboration (HRC) is Shared Autonomy, as proposed in [21,22], the authors
propose a multidimensional view of human–machine collaboration, considering the freedom of intentions
(normative), plans (strategic), and actions (operational), which require/bring about different types of
interaction patterns between humans and machines. Trust is considered as an important component.
In the remainder of this section, we look into related work on this research area, elaborating on the
crucial notion of trust Section 3.2 as well as on issues of engineering systems consisting of or containing
human–machine teams Section 3.3.
3.2. Trust between Humans and Technology
3.2.1. What Is Trust?
There are many definitions of trust in the literature. Among these, trust in human relationships is
understood as a “psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerabilities based upon positive
expectations of the intentions or behavior of another” [23]. This does not only include trust towards
individuals, but also the trust of teams in the team and its individual members [24].
Trust plays a particular role in human interaction and for human behavior, as it influences people’s
actions: “the extent to which a person is confident in, and willing to act on the basis of, the words, actions,
and decisions of another” [25]. Therefore, trust among individuals or in the team has been described
as a prerequisite for cooperation between actors in teamwork [26]. However, the necessity of trust in
cooperation varies according to the risk that members of the cooperation process are taking [24]: If there is
such a risk, (the quality of) cooperation depends on the trust members have in each other.
Trust is built over time and through interaction between those to trust each other [27,28].
The well-known phrase that “trust needs touch” [28] emphasizes that trust between humans is built
through social interactions, which is also mirrored in group formation models [6].
A well-known understanding of trust is its differentiation into cognition-based trust and affect-based
trust [29–31]. Corresponding trust models describe cognition-based trust as “Rational judgment of the
partner‘s knowledge, competence and dependability” [29] and “A customer‘s confidence or willingness to
rely on a service provider‘s competence and reliability” [30]. Affect-based trust is described as “Emotional
bond between individuals or the confidence in the other that he or she is protective with respect to our
interests and shows genuine care and concern for our welfare” [29] and “the confidence one places in a
partner on the basis of feelings generated by the level of care and concern the partner demonstrates” [30].
This differentiation is important for the understanding of human trust, as it emphasizes that the rational
(cognitive) aspect is only one aspect of human trust, and that it is accompanied by and emotional (affect)
aspect that is much harder to formalize.
3.2.2. Human–Machine Trust Models
Building on the definition of trust by [23], we understand trust of humans towards autonomous
machines as “the attitude that an agent [machine] will help [to] achieve an individual’s goal in a situation
characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability” [32] (p. 51). In a recent study [33] found that willingness,
competence, benevolence, and reciprocity are the main (statistically significant) attributes that directly
affect trust in machines.
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Ref. [3] is a recent survey of human–machine trust, which focuses on algorithmic assurances as
programmed components of machine operation, which are engineered explicitly to bring about user
trust in machines. These assurances shall have an influence on user trust in interacting with the
machine. The authors synthesize a trust model with four trust categories from the literature: dispositional,
institutional, belief, and intention. They also identify different algorithmic assurances affecting human
trust, and assess them according to how integral and essential they are to machine performance. In this
assessment, the categories of value alignment between human and machine, interpretable models and
processes (transparency, explainability), displaying human-like behavior, and putting the human in the
loop are considered as the most essential assurance types. Note that [3] solely focus on human-to-machine
trust and do not study reciprocity in terms of machine-to-human trust.
Another review of the state of art in research on trust in robots is presented in [34]. The authors
address the dynamical fluctuation of trust and organize existing strategies in four groups [34]: (1) Heuristics
in which trust calibration strategies follow the “rule-of-thumb” based on empirical evidence to handle
over-trust and trust repair, (2) Exploiting the process, which concentrates more on the trustworthiness of
the robot behavior, (3) Computational trust models, which require appropriate modelling of human trust
dynamics, and (4) Endowing robots with a theory of mind, which enables robots to reason about their human
users.
However, similar to [3], this work focuses only on unidirectional trust of humans toward robots.
A meta-analysis over the existing literature on human–robot trust has been conducted by
Hancock et.al. [35]. They classified the identified factors that affect trust into three categories:
human-related (ability-based), robot-related (performance-based and attribute-based), and environmental
(team collaboration and tasking).
The result of their analysis indicates that robot-related
performance-based factors are strongly associated with trust [35]. These factors include dependability,
reliability, predictability, and others.
Some researchers simplified the trust construct based on results of the meta-analysis provided by
Hancock et al. and implemented a computational model of trust based on performance (originally
identified by [36]) with different measures of performance depending on the task [37,38]. However,
these computational models do not consider all trust dimensions relevant to their use case.
Ref. [39] surveyed the literature on human trust in robots. They also divided trust into two categories:
performance-based trust and relational-based trust. By performance-based trust, they refer to the case
where the robot does not interact with people but is spatially separated. Relational-based trust, however,
is more about social activity. In the context of human–machine collaboration, these two notions of trust
cannot be separated, since working with a robot as a team partner even in industrial settings embraces
many social aspects.
Finally, trust in autonomous machines may also influence the relationships between human actors:
As [40] shows, feelings of unfair service by a robot may also affect the relationships of those perceived to
be preferred by the robot.
Compared to the abundant literature on trust in general and even trust in machines in particular,
usage of the concept for machines in relation to humans is sparse. This direction of trust was considered
by, e.g., [37,38,41], where the authors apply identical computational models for both partners (the human
and the robot). Consequently, the differences between the human and the machine were not taken into
account. An artificial cognitive architecture is proposed in [42], which can estimate the trustworthiness of
the human partner. In this work, a probabilistic theory of mind along with an episodic memory system
are used and implemented on a humanoid robot to decide whether to trust its source of information
(the human) or not without any physical interactions. Ref. [43] considers a more narrow framework of
machine trust in an operator’s instructions, using it as a metric for the quality of a perturbation in an
optimal control algorithm, in order to decide whether a given human instruction should be accepted.
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In a physical collaboration setting, however, as depicted in our example with Alice and Bob, trust models
should also include many additional (passive) inputs, e.g., human movements and actions. These are
essential for the machine to form a justifiably correct (re)action.
3.2.3. Mutual Trust and Trust Cycles
Additionally, a collaborative setting leads to the necessity of maintaining a joint model of human
and machine, encompassing both human trust and machine trust. In their review [44], Basu and Singhal
note both the need for and the complete lack of such models describing mutual trust: when human and
machine are equals and can intervene without prompting in the ongoing task, mutual trust is required to
minimize interventions. The authors therefore propose the use of a framework providing for bi-directional
trust dynamics, leading to a personalized state of trust between the machine and the human, as both
get accustomed to one another. Similarly, Alhaji et al. [45] argue for the need of a joint model of mutual
trust, in particular taking into account the respective differences of human and machine. Only such
models describing the human–machine team as a unit (i.e., the human-in-the-loop) allow for the recursive
questions required in collaborative settings: Do I, Bob, trust Alice to trust me, and how will my action affect
her action, and as such impact the way I can execute my task?
Figure 3 shows this mutuality by extending the model proposed in [3] (Figure 1). The original one-way
cycle between human and intelligent agents (solid blue) shows how the machine provides assurances to
the human and tries to detect trust-related behaviour of the human. The new modification by [45] (dashed
green) adds the reverse direction, taking human reactions to trust-related behaviour of the machine into
account, and allowing for improved predictions of the state of the team as a whole.

Figure 3. Mutual trust cycles between a human and a machine in a collaborative setting [45].

3.3. Engineering AI-Based Cyber-Physical Systems
Many state-of-the art approaches for interaction between technical systems and their environment
use artifacts derived using approaches from the field of artificial intelligence (AI). For instance, for optical
object recognition in robotics and autonomous driving, AI-based approaches have prevailed over classical
approaches [46–49]. Integrating AI-enabled components into a complex system is a challenge in classical
engineering approaches when the system to be constructed is to be trusted later. Trust requires not only
the certification that a system should be safe, but also that the system exhibits demonstrably safe behavior.
Safety proofs for system architectures of complex cyber-physical systems rely on rigorous testing and
verification of the components. While AI-based components are state of the art in terms of performance in
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practice, they frequently score poorly on traditional quality metrics. For instance, learned artificial neural
networks for object recognition are prone to being fooled by so-called adversarial examples, i.e., input
especially crafted to let the AI component misclassify or make a wrong decision.
However, even when brushing this problem aside, such networks are particularly difficult to test
and verify, as their internal structure is not optimized towards testability and verifiability. Consequently,
safety proofs for AI-based systems are hard to obtain, and, given the research on adversarial examples,
the question of whether an AI-based system can ever be safe is not far-fetched.
Formally demonstrating trustable behavior of a technical system or its components starts from
a specification of the behavior that should be satisfied. However, for important AI applications in
autonomous systems, such as signal processing of raw sensor data (e.g., such as images and radar
information) and, for subsequent processing steps, a complete specification of the functionality does not
exist. Instead, extensive AI training data are required. For example, extensive image data with pedestrians
are needed to train an AI-based pedestrian detection component. However, common standards and
approaches to validation, such as ISO 26262 [50] and ISO 21448 [51], are based on the existence of
corresponding requirement specifications. Instead of a complete requirement specification and associated
standard development process, a new argument is needed that the AI training data are sufficiently
relevant—in the sense of representative for the later series production. However, a method or indicator for
the proof of relevance of the AI training data does not yet exist.
While the field of artificial intelligence has taken up this challenge, the problem with trusting a
technical system is that it not only needs to be safe, but also that it should be obvious from its behavior
that it is safe. Hence, for autonomous systems that interact with humans, research challenges that are
already difficult on their own, namely explainability and safe learning, need to be solved in combination.
From an engineering perspective, splitting off the trust considerations from the core AI techniques would
be very appealing. Consequently, the first steps into this direction have been taken. For instance, it is
shown in [52] how to augment a reinforcement learning with a safety monitor that enforces safe behavior,
and Ref. [53] shows how to automatically compute a so-called shield, serving a similar role.
The authors of [54] introduce a holistic software systems engineering approach based on hierarchical
Dependability Cages. It aims at autonomous systems, which include functionality partially realized via
AI-based functions. The approach combines development time methods, in which monitors derived from
system requirements specification are trained at development time via testing and simulation, and run-time
techniques. At run time, qualitative monitors run in parallel to the system during operation time, checking
the correctness of its behavior with respect to the requirements specification. Quantitative monitors gather
data from the operational environment and check whether the current environmental situation has already
been tested or it is a completely new situation. In this way, it supports that a system detects situations
in which it has not been tested, which is particularly interesting in contexts in which this information
can be communicated to humans to ask for a human hand-over of a task. However, a comprehensive
engineering process for building autonomous systems that are not only trustworthy, but also demonstrate
this to human collaborators appears to be missing.
4. Research Opportunities
In this section, we shall address three important research areas related to engineering human–machine
teams for trustworthy collaboration. The first research area deals with methods and models for engineering
and validation of human–machine teams, including formal methods, software engineering issues such as
safety, reliability and dependability, and issues related to human factors and human–machine cooperation.
The second area addresses technologies and methods for reliable sensing in Internet of Things (IoT)
environments, and, for acquisition, modeling and prediction of human state, intentions, and behavior.
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The third research area takes a macro-perspective on trusted collaboration in human–machine teams,
scaling up and addressing problems related to preference elicitation, value alignment and optimization
in heterogeneous collaborative human–machine teams. For each of these research areas, we summarize
research gaps, state and resulting research opportunities.
4.1. Engineering and Validation of Collaborative Human–Machine Teams
The members of human–machine teams are tightly coupled during their collaboration. This needs
mutual understanding of the respective collaboration partner’s actions and trust in the behavior of the
partner. More than that, the trust of humans in machines and trust of machines in humans reciprocally
influence the behavior of both partners. Using the example of Section 2, if Alice (the human) does not trust
Bob (the robot) to hand her the right tools, she will double-check or not rely on the robot at all, which will
in turn slow down the collaboration process (this is also known as “under-reliance”). On the other hand,
if Alice’s trust in Bob is higher than it should be, Alice might become less attentive to Bob’s actions and
behave in a less trustworthy way (over-reliance). In this case, Bob must detect Alice’s untrustworthy
behavior, and it should adapt its behavior accordingly (e.g., reducing its speed or maintaining a safe
distance), which will negatively affect the overall task performance. This tight coupling of human and
machine actions and trust leads to a plethora of engineering challenges that need to be solved.
First, models of trust and reliance, which are highly correlated, as well as models of capabilities of
the human and the machine are needed. Using these models, trust levels can be estimated and validated
continuously by all actors. These models must be implementable on the machine [55] for machine
controllers to base on them, which requires that the machine has the capabilities needed to perceive the
information related to the models. The machine should also provide feedback “assurances” [3] to the
human to maintain an adequate level of trust. Validation and verification activities, which are usually
referred to as providing “hard assurances” [3], focus on proving design requirements to be satisfied, such as
safety, which is a prerequisite for trust. Using the example from Section 2, if we want to prevent Bob’s
robot arm from colliding with the Alice under all circumstances, arm movement needs to be conducted in
an overly conservative way, which prevents good performance. Rather, a model of trust towards human
behavior should be employed by the robot to adapt its motion. Safety only needs to be verified against this
model of trust, and the model needs to be validated to capture the important aspects of human–machine
interaction.
Based on the previous discussion, the process of engineering controllers for human–machine
collaboration deviates substantially from that of classical safety-critical systems. Architectures,
development methodologies, and planning approaches that are common in the aviation or automotive
domains are rarely applicable, as the arguments of component safety are more tightly coupled in
human–machine interaction and reasoning about correct system behavior requires taking the trust between
machine and human into consideration. The safety of robot behavior depends on whether it detects the
human intention correctly. The correctness of the recognition of the human intention depends on what
behaviors the robot can exhibit. The robot does not need to detect intentions that the human can only have
in reaction to robot behavior that the robot cannot actually exhibit. For instance, highly complex evasion
schemes by a human do not need to be detected correctly if the robot makes sure that the robot never
forces the human to evade. A major challenge and research opportunity in engineering human–machine
team collaboration based on trust is to interlink human and robot trust models in order to account for the
reciprocity in the team, and to integrate them in an overall interaction design that allows all team members
to form trust toward each other and act upon this trust.
The rest of this section lays out three research opportunities that arise from on the discussion above.
The first one, Section 4.1.1, addresses the identification of the relevant dimensions of trust that are
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necessary and useful to capture trust dynamics in physical collaboration settings where partners’ actions
are interdependent. Section 4.1.2 concentrates on the interaction design within the context of such
teamwork, including mutual adaptation and the associated uncertainty. Finally, issues that need to
be tackled in deriving the system specifications, and the difficulty associated with the verification and
validation processes of the system against these specifications, are discussed in Section 4.1.3.
4.1.1. Trust Dimensions for Human–Machine Hand-in-Hand Collaboration
Central to the Engineering process of human–machine interaction based on trust is the development
of a model of trust that is useful in an engineering context. A collaborative robot in a team should have the
capability of recognizing its human partner’s trust in it and make sure that this human partner does not
overly trust its skills and deploy it to tasks that it was not designed to perform. It should also dissuade
the partner from placing itself or the overall task at risk [55]. This reflects the necessity of dynamic trust
calibration during human collaboration with an autonomous machine (e.g., robot). Researchers who
study trust in machines are usually concerned with detecting the current level of trust the human has
in the machine and with keeping it within certain limits because inappropriate reliance may lead to
serious undesired consequences. In order to develop a method that calibrates trust during the interaction,
a model of human trust in autonomous machines is required. Moreover, since the robot in this setting is
a teammate, its trust in its human partners should also be included in the trust model. A robot may fail
in the collaboration, but failure of the human side is likely as well. This aspect of the model manifests a
different motivation: Its goal is to ensure human safety rather than have a machine judge human behavior.
The latter part of the model, addressing the machine’s trust in the human partner, is further discussed
in Section 4.2.
Physical human–machine collaboration in a synchronous co-located teamwork setting requires more
investigation because of the revolution of intelligent system and autonomous machines that makes them
part of our daily life. Especially in industrial settings, where robots should work as teammates alongside
humans, knowing how and when these team partners trust each other is crucial for fruitful collaboration.
To this end, research should be conducted in order to identify the relevant dimensions of trust in this
specific collaboration scenario. For this model to capture trust properly, it should include all identified
trust dimensions and be able to estimate trust in real-time.
4.1.2. Human–Machine Interaction Engineering
The design of Interaction schemes for human–machine collaboration requires taking into account the
awareness of the human w.r.t. the machine state and vice versa. Coming back to our example: for Bob
to hand over a tool to Alice, she needs to be aware of bob’s intention. Vice versa, if Bob is busy with some
other task, Alice may need to interrupt or replan her dissassembly process. At the same time, there is a
high degree of uncertainty w.r.t. the state of both robot and human at runtime. Neither Alice nor Bob can
directly observe each other’s level attentiveness, but need to infer it from other observations. This makes
the engineering of interaction schemes difficult, especially when they have to be certified later to be safe
for deployment.
Tackling this problem asks for an interdisciplinary approach: not only do we need to integrate trust
and intention models, which are inherently human–machine interaction topics, but we also need to design
interaction in an adaptable way and with a high level of automation in the engineering process.
The former challenge is concerned with mutual adaptation and appropriation of humans and
machines during the collaboration process. Just as humans adapt to each other over time when they
cooperate, actors in human–machine teams need to develop ways to work together. As human behavior
and trust (both of the human in the machine and of the machine in the human) will most likely differ
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between teams, there is a need to continuously build mutual trust from the beginning of the collaboration
between humans and autonomous machines.
The latter of these challenges is tackled in machine learning (in particular reinforcement learning).
Furthermore, the interaction between human and machine can be analyzed using game-theoretic models,
in order to find suitable machine behavior that adapts to the behavior of the human. For instance,
Ref. [56] uses game-based reactive synthesis to automatically construct a controller that meets all system
specifications and productivity needs. However, to employ game solving, a specification of the interaction
and trust is crucial, and current work can only be seen as a first step. The role that self-adaptation based on
machine learning can play in this context without the resulting non-determinism in the machine behavior
prevent trust in its behavior is also an important question, whose answer drives how engineering processes
for human–machine interaction can look like in the future.
The research opportunity here lies in combining human machine interaction topics such as adoption
and appropriation with algorithmic and machine learning topics, in particular in relation to computational
models of human behavior. If both complement each other, this opens new perspectives for engineering
trustful collaboration between humans and machines.
4.1.3. Validation and Verification for Self-Adapting Systems under Trust and Intention Models
Humans can only trust a machine if the machine is known to be well-tested, just like cooperation
between humans is difficult when one of the participants has a bad reputation. In safety-critical contexts,
this means that the verifiable safety of the system should be provably as good as possible. Showing this is
a multi-step process: first, a specification is to be designed; then, the specification needs to be validated to
capture the important safety aspects of the scenario, and finally the system needs to be verified to conform
to the specification.
Recent works have started employing formal verification methods in systems that interact with
humans. Askarpour et al. introduce a methodology called SAFER-HRC [57]. This method translates
the informal and goal-oriented description of HRC application into a logic model. However, their model
considers only the mechanical hazards (e.g., crushing, stabbing, etc.) [58]. We note that complex behavior
schemes common to human–machine interaction are inherently difficult to verify, imposing a limit on such
approaches, as does the fact that the collaborative processes under consideration are rarely well-defined
routines, but rather occur in a dynamic and ad-hoc manner.
From an engineering perspective, full verification before system development has some further limits.
First, it ignores that deriving a specification and validating it for a system with mutual trust between its
actors is already a key difficulty. Then, verification of systems with AI components and with complex
interaction schemes is computationally difficult. Finally, some properties lend itself to monitoring at
runtime rather than up-front verification. This approach also tackles the problem that hardware failures at
runtime also need to be accounted for as the real system behavior can be monitored.
For mutual trust between humans and machines, performing validation and verification for the
state of the art is crucial. Hence, further improvements on the integration of up-front verification of
machine-learned components with runtime monitoring is required along with new system architectures
that simplify the engineering process of systems that promote trust, including the verification and
validation aspects of this task.
4.2. Perceiving, Modeling, and Anticipating Human Condition and Behavior in Human–Machine Collaboration
Modeling of trust from the perspective of the machine is the measurable aggregate result of
the evaluation of variables describing human state and behavior. Coming back to our example,
typical variables include both physiological states (e.g., Alice’s heart rate or her currently executed
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action) and mental states (such as her attentiveness). In this sense, it requires gauging levels of human
ability to perform tasks, control processes or objects. In particular, the notion of a human being ready to
assume control over a technical process from a machine (usually called “take-over-readiness” or TOR) is
crucial in the considered scenario.
Deriving any such model of the human teammate has been identified by [59,60] as one of the three
principal challenges in cyber-physical systems. A wide range of sensing modalities is required for the
collection of contextual information to derive indicators about human state and behavior, from which
indicators about trust can be derived. Generic models to describe the human have been variously
considered in the literature. From simple control theoretical origins—modeling human behavior as an
input/output relation, e.g., [61–63]—to behavior and cognitive models, e.g., [64] to a full Theory of
Mind, e.g., [42,65,66], they draw from an increasingly diverse body of research, notably in sociology and
psychology.
While human-in-the-loop models, where human–machine trust is considered as a reciprocal
phenomenon, are well-suited for the collaborative situations as described in the scenario, application
and concrete implementations of such models are still sparse, as noted before (Section 3.2.3). This is
true not only for models specifically relating to trust [44], but also for the human-in-the-loop approach
in general [67]. Notable examples of the latter include the opportunity-willingness-capability model by
Eskins and Sanders [68], and second-order (recursive) considerations of knowledge by Jacq et al. [69].
Even in autonomous driving, where determining the human TOR is of high practical relevance,
the question only recently attracted broader interest [70–72]. The focus so far has been on determining
single, individual parameters such as tiredness, or on identifying specific disruptive tasks, such as talking
on the phone [73–77]. A broader framework for acquisition, modeling, and predicting human state,
intentions, and behavior is still missing, capturing physical features (such as hand/arm/feet/head/eye
positions and movements), as well as mental features (including attention to/focus on the task at hand),
and situation awareness.
In the remainder of this section, we sketch three promising research opportunities in this overall task.
Section 4.2.1 deals with the identification of the basic features and parameters that influence and describe
human actions (motions), plans, and intentions in human–machine teams. Methods for combining these
parameters and features into robust models of human state and behavior based on ubiquitous sensing
infrastructures and novel methods for sensor fusion are discussed in Section 4.2.2. The third research
opportunity Section 4.2.3 explores models and methods suitable for simulating and predicting human
(motion-related) behavior and intentions in collaborative human–machine teamwork scenarios.
4.2.1. Physiological Features to Infer the Level of Trust in Humans
Research results from pervasive computing [78] confirm that a plethora of physiological aspects can
be captured through ambient and body-worn sensors [79]. Besides monitoring humans through sensors
external to the body, the use of brain–computer interfaces [80] and swallowable computers [81] have been
investigated to provide further extensive insights into user context, actions and intentions.
In particular, sensing physiological parameters have been proven to be well-suited to derive
information about the human cognitive conditions, and thus proven highly relevant for attributing a level
of trust. Capturing such phenomena is, however, not only limited by the acceptable degree of intrusiveness
and potential interference with human actions, but also confined by the monetary cost of instrumenting
workplaces with the sensing infrastructure to accurately gather the required data. Currently used devices
to collect physiological parameters include wired body-worn sensors, occasionally complemented by
remote sensors, e.g., cameras [82] or Laser-Doppler-Vibrometry, e.g., [83–85]. Mental parameters such as
situation awareness can be requested by the machine from the user (e.g., SAGAT [86,87]). This, however,
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causes a pause in the ongoing process, with the corresponding loss of productivity [88]. The continuous
collection of mental parameters is almost exclusively based on electroencephalogram (EEG) devices, see,
e.g., [89–91]. While in our example, this impacts the workflow much less than Bob actively prompting
Alice about her mental state, it nevertheless relies on fitting Alice with numerous complicated sensors,
limiting the usefulness. Ways to measure EEG data remotely are only in experimental stages [92,93].
To the best of our knowledge, no universally applicable combination of unobtrusive stationary
(i.e., workplace-based), ambient, and mobile (e.g., body-worn) sensing infrastructure to directly and
comprehensively capture trust (or indicators to unambiguously derive the level of trust a machine can have
in a human) has been presented in related work. This gives rise to the need for a systematic investigation
into the relation of detectable time-dependent variations on the human body of any physical or medical
property that can be used for predictions of human state, intentions, and behavior. On the one hand,
this includes the identification of the parameters of greatest relevance, including physiological features,
motion trajectories and unconsciously performed actions, and, in addition, finding the best sensing
means to obtain such parameters. It remains an open research challenge to design the sensor devices
and parameter configurations to accomplish this objective, and to maximize the resulting ‘trust’ or TOR
levels while remaining economically viable at high levels of user acceptance. On the other hand, research
is also needed to explore efficient and real-time capable means to network the sensor devices, cater to
their seamless interoperability, and accomplish unified data representations to simplify processing and
minimize the negative impact of sensor heterogeneity through using adequate middleware solutions for
trust/TOR sensing.
A methodological investigation into the type of data required to determine Alice’s degree of TOR
should be conducted by empirically verifying the efficacy of the most promising approaches proposed in
literature. By way of example, Alice could be requested to wear a smartwatch, configured to determine her
state of attention. In a subsequent experiment, her facial expressions could be captured by a different sensor,
e.g., a camera system. Through an evaluation of the corresponding information content of all captured
data streams, the optimum sensing strategy can be derived to enable Bob to determine an estimation of the
trust into Alice and assess her TOR.
4.2.2. Novel Privacy-Preserving Data Fusion Methods to Extract Trust Levels
The individual consideration of sensor data from specific modalities is generally insufficient
to capture a complete situational picture and infer trust levels with a high level of accuracy.
Instead, the instrumentation of the environment with user- and environment-centric sensors and their
networking (e.g., to form wireless sensor networks [94]) or body area networks [95] is required to create
the technological foundation for capturing holistic user models that accurately put into place all available
sensor data. The resulting combination of multiple sensor types and the fusion of the collected data using
novel data processing mechanisms is required in order to cater to the semantically correct interpretation
of available data. This makes it possible to detect user intentions [96], activities [97], and even further
contextual features [98]. As a combination of these factors is unarguably indicative of the user’s current
state and behavior, their correct detection and availability is vital to enable the assessment of the level of
trust autonomous machines can put in the human. To foster the acceptance of such solutions, however,
data collected from involved users must be adequately protected. For example, these data should be
protected against external threat in order to, e.g., avoid disclosure to unauthorized parties. In addition to
secure the collected data, the employees’ privacy must be respected to be compliant with the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) across the different steps including data collection, processing, and storage.
The required sensing infrastructure is heterogeneous by design. It is not only expected to contain
devices simultaneously capturing multiple parameters of interest, but these often deliver data at different
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sampling rates, with different inherent degrees of inaccuracy [99], and application-specific semantics.
The presence of these real-world aspects has a direct impact on the required post processing methods to
extract relevant information pertaining to trust from raw data and necessitates novel data fusion methods
to extract higher-level information from raw context and physiological data. In particular, solutions suited
to measure the time-dependent variations on the human body of physical or medical properties must
be identified in order to classify trust in a human partner. At the same time, the collection of data about
Alice can allow the inference of sensitive information about herself. For example, changes in her health
condition can be monitored based on the collection of her heart rate or her emotions can be inferred based
on her facial expressions. As a result, a detailed analysis of threats related to Alice’s privacy should be
conducted. Based on this analysis, the applicability of privacy-preserving solutions should be evaluated
and appropriate protection methods applied. As a result, sensitive information about Alice will not be
disclosed to Bob or any further parties, thus protecting Alice’s privacy. This may further contribute to
increase her overall acceptance of such technical solution.
For modeling and predicting those individual parameters, literature typically has assumed the
use of functional data, even though this terminology is not necessarily used (for an introduction
to functional data analysis, see, e.g., [100]. In the applications considered, this means that data
observed over a fixed time interval preceding the current point in time are used to draw conclusions
about the current state. From those functional data, specific features are extracted using methods
such as Wavelets, e.g., [89], Independent Component Analysis [90] or simple summary statistics [77].
Afterwards, those features are used as input for machine learning with techniques such as Support Vector
Machines [77], Neural Networks [76,90], K-Nearest-Neighbors [89], Linear Discriminant Analysis [89] or
Random Forests [77].
From the perspective of data analytics and machine learning, enhanced methods for judging physical
and mental state of the human partner should be studied, e.g., embedded methods where feature
extraction is part of the learning algorithm may provide more specific and targeted information. This may,
for instance, be done by functional regression/classification, e.g., [101] or suitably designed neural
networks, cf. [102,103]. In addition, learning algorithms for jointly handling multivariate and polytomous
aspects of the human–machine relationship are needed. Multimodal sensor data must be combined and
analyzed adequately to infer multi-dimensional parameters that all together determine whether or not the
human is ready and capable to take over.
4.2.3. Real-Time Models and Anticipation of Human Behavior in Team Collaboration
Machine decisions in a human–machine collaboration, such as Bob handing over a tool to Alice in our
illustrating scenario, require taking the current situation into account, but also considering longer-term
aspects of Alice’s performance on the specific task in the past, the history of the collaboration process,
and Bob’s state and capability. For instance, even in situations in which Alice is distracted or exhausted,
Bob could make the decision to hand over in case Bob performed poorly on the specific task in the past,
but Alice was typically able to do the job in acceptable time. It is also an important aspect of trust to make
an informed decision to whom to pass control, in case multiple human users with different levels of trust
are present.
Making such informed decisions typically requires the machine to not only model the current state of
the human teammate, but also to be able to carry out reliable short-term predictions of the teammate’s
actions, plans, and even intentions [22]. In this context, the ability of modeling (and subsequently
anticipating) human body movements and trajectories is crucial. Next, hand [104] and head [105]
movements, arm trajectories and occupancy models [106–108] are of importance in the context of safe
human–machine collaboration in assembly or disassembly processes as illustrated in the scenario, as are
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human walking trajectories. For the latter, different approaches exist, including outdoor applications
such as traffic modeling [109], crowd modeling [110] and indoor applications, e.g., railway stations [111],
industrial plant environments [112,113], and building evacuation [114]. Data-driven learning of these
models has been discussed in Section 4.2.2.
These models form the basis for the recognition and, more importantly, the anticipation of human
movement actions, plans and intentions. As Ref. [115] points out, making accurate predictions of human
motion is difficult because human behavior is influenced by a large number of internal and external stimuli.
Prediction approaches can be subdivided in physics-based (Newtonian) methods [116–118], pattern-based
methods that learn motion patterns from trajectory data [119,120], and plan-based methods [109,115,121]
that perform reasoning on motion intentions (mostly assuming rationality of the actors).
Ref. [122] investigates a variant of the social force model to study safe motion control of personal
service robots. They propose a reciprocal human–robot mutual intention estimation model. However,
they use this for simulating scenarios rather than for trying to predict human behavior online. Ref. [123]
proposes an approach to design “natural” movement patterns of autonomous robots by executing
trajectories a human would follow. Using such a model to predict human motion in a generic and
scalable way remains a challenging task, however.
Three interconnected challenges that we see in this area are scalability, anticipation, and value
assignment. Scalability deals with the question of how we can achieve real-time decision and reaction
capability of the machine in large-scale systems comprising many humans and machines.
Anticipation addresses the challenge of deriving reliable short-term predictions of human condition,
and actions, plans or intentions that may negatively influence the human’s teamwork ability. Can we
predict TOR for the future? What are future intentions (instead of simply assessing trust for the current
point in time)?
Finally, value alignment addresses the longer-term challenge of constructing and maintaining effective
and efficient human–machine teams: Can we extend predictive models to recognize and mend differences
between robot expectations and human actions, plans and intentions [124]? In our scenario, how can we
achieve that Bob has an accurate conception of Alice’s goals and task-related preferences? In addition,
more generally, can we thus improve the value alignment of human and machine utility or satisfaction
functions [3] in a collaborative process?
4.3. Optimization and Simulation of Collaborative Human–Machine Teams
Real-time control of human–machine teams in manufacturing and services is mainly concerned
with synchronizing the team members’ actions during the collaborative handling and processing of
individual operations to assure safe and effective working conditions. Human–machine teams combine
the flexibility and polyvalence of human workforce with the higher precision, power, and endurance of
machines. They are deployed in such diverse areas like manufacturing [125], maintenance and repair
of complex machinery [126,127], disassembly of equipment and consumer goods [128], geriatric and
health care [129], or search and rescue [130]. From the macro perspective of operations management,
there is a need for coordinating the team formation, the assignment of tasks to the different teams, and the
sequencing of the tasks allotted to the same team or to intersecting teams. This coordination should be
organized in such a way that the potentials offered by the specific capabilities of machines and individual
humans are fully exploited, operational goals like short order cycle times, adherence to due dates, and low
operating costs are met, and the preferences of the human team members are adequately taken into account.
Compared to traditional systems like production facilities with human operators or repairmen using
toolkits, human–machine teams feature a heterarchic relation between humans and machines. This is why
optimization approaches for the coordination of human–machine teams should consider the human and
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the machine agents jointly on a single, integrated planning level rather than performing machine and
workforce scheduling separately.
A task results from the aggregation of all microscopic steps that are performed by a given team when
processing the operations of some production or service process. In general, such a process consecutively
runs through several teams, each of which provides the skills and facilities required for the respective
operations. In the example scenario of Section 2, the recycling process may consist of the disassembly,
the inspection, and the refurbishing steps, executed by the teams respectively formed by Alice and Bob,
Amy and Ben, as well as Ann and Bert. The composition of a team is assumed to remain fixed during the
entire execution of the task. In addition, it is supposed that, while the task is being performed, no team
member can carry out further tasks in parallel even when he or she is not occupied in all individual steps.
For example, Alice is expected to stay with Bob during the entire disassembly task and not to switch to the
inspection team during intermediate idle times.
A common approach to cope with the short-term planning of production and service processes
is resource-constrained scheduling [131] (Chap. 6). In a centralized, single-criteria, and purely
deterministic problem setting under perfect information, the interdependent problems of team formation,
task assignment, and task sequencing can be addressed within the framework of multi-modal scheduling
problems [132] (pt. VII). The multi-mode dimension of the problem allows for including different types of
trade-offs like complementary or substitutional relations between humans and machines (resource-resource
trade-offs) or the acceleration of tasks by augmenting the team size (time-resource trade-offs). In such a
scheduling problem, facilities of the same type and humans of comparable qualifications are aggregated
to different renewable resources. Precedence constraints between tasks can be used to model the given
sequence of process steps. Each task can be performed in alternative execution modes, differing in resource
requirements and processing times. In this way, a team can be identified with the resource requirements of
a specific execution mode, and mode selection is comprised of the team formation and task assignment
problems. The scheduling part of the problem consists of allocating resource units to the tasks over time
such that precedence constraints among the tasks are satisfied and some objective function in the mode
assignment and task completion times is optimized. More specific variants of multi-modal scheduling
problems are staffing and scheduling problems [132] (pt. VIII) focusing on the assignment and scheduling
of heterogeneous and multi-skilled workforce to precedence-related tasks.
In real-world applications involving a high labor share of value added like project manufacturing,
dismantling of facilities, health care and service operations, the centralized and deterministic approach may
often prove to be considerably oversimplified. In contrast to machines, human behavior is characterized
by individual and time-varying factors like specific preferences [133,134], fatigue [135], and personality
traits [136] such as free will, risk aversion, moral values and opportunistic attitudes. These properties
significantly add to the complexity of task scheduling given the less predictable human performance
and comportment. In addition, individual preferences and opportunistic behavior can typically cause
undesirable effects and issues that are addressed as moral hazard and adverse selection problems in
microeconomic theory [137] (Chapters 13 and 14).
In the field of scheduling, there exist various paradigms addressing parts of the challenges caused
by the human factor. Time-dependence as well as private knowledge and control of human performance
can be captured by assuming the task processing times to be uncertain or vague. Depending on
the type of uncertainty or vagueness and the risk attitude of the decision makers, different types of
stochastic scheduling approaches [138,139], robust scheduling [140], or fuzzy scheduling [141] can be used.
Alternatively, uncertainty can also be reduced by following decentralized approaches in which scheduling
is managed by staff or team members disposing of exclusive domain knowledge.
Even more importantly, the decentralized perspective allows for accounting for human preferences
and to cope with the resulting goal conflicts and self-interested behavior in a systematic way. Examples of
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respective scheduling approaches include multi-criteria scheduling [142], multi-agent scheduling [143],
selfish scheduling [144] and decentralized project scheduling models [145]. Selfish and decentralized
scheduling relies on game-theoretical mechanisms such as auctions [146] or negotiations among
agents [147]. These mechanisms are well-suited to cover scenarios with conflicting objectives and
asymmetric information distribution, which are particularly relevant to the short-term planning of
production and service processes that are run by heterogeneous human–machine teams.
For a single-stage manufacturing setting, Ref. [148] proposes a descending multi-round auction
with capacity constraints where the shop floor personnel compete for tasks while guaranteeing certain
processing times. Each worker can only get assigned to a maximum number of tasks and is not allowed to
increase his or her bid on any task compared to the preceding round. The actual minimum processing
times are assumed to be private knowledge and the preferences of the workers are supposed proportional
to the lag between the time announced and the minimum processing time. In every round, solving
the auctioneer’s winner determination problem provides an assignment of tasks to the workers that for
the current bids achieves a minimum total per-unit processing time. Following a myopic best-response
approach, the bidding strategies of the workers are based on the bids of their competitors in the preceding
round. The auction terminates and the assignment chosen by the auctioneer becomes final when no worker
changed his bid any more. Particular emphasis is placed on the efficient solution of the bidders’ bilevel bid
creation problems and on the way to deal with the multiplicity of optimal assignments, which typically
comes along with the myopic best response scheme. To this end, the bid creation problem contains
an optimism parameter, which can be negotiated between the personnel and the firm. Computational
experience shows that, compared to the two other auction schemes, the mechanism is able to balance the
interests of both the factory and the workers, while still ensuring a good coordination performance.
This myopic best response mechanism for task assignment is open to variations and expansions in
multiple respects, which are briefly sketched as four research opportunities in the remainder of this section.
4.3.1. Integrated Team Formation and Task Sequencing/Planning
To fully exploit the power of decentralized coordination schemes, the team formation and task
sequencing problems should be integrated into the mechanism. In principle, team formation could
be approached from the perspective of cooperative game theory and be interpreted as the problem
of forming stable coalitions. Following a hierarchical planning approach, the problem then would be
decomposed into two consecutive decision levels, where the team formation precedes the task assignment
and sequencing. For given teams, model [148] can readily be generalized to cover the assignment of tasks
to work shifts, which provides the sequence in which the tasks assigned to the same team are executed.
An alternative approach consists of incorporating the team formation into the task assignment auction.
In this case, workers could bid on combinations of tasks and machines or on combinations of tasks and
team configurations. The latter variant would lead to a combinatorial auction scheme, necessitating the
prior construction of an appropriate set of alternative team configurations in a bundle-generation step.
As illustrated in the Alice-and-Bob scenario of Section 2, real-life processes are often subject to
uncertainty with respect to processing times, resource availabilities, or even the set of tasks to be scheduled.
Combining predictive and reactive planning can substantially curtail the impacts of encountering
unexpected situations during process execution. Whereas predictive planning provides an initial robust
baseline plan absorbing a large part of the data’s variance, reactive planning dynamically re-plans the tasks
each time the current schedule becomes infeasible. In the context of a decentralized approach, re-planning
amounts to apply simple yet effective coordination mechanisms that can be carried out in real time during
the implementation of the plan.
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4.3.2. Heterogeneous Preferences, Fairness, and Trust-Building
The human team members may have preferences for certain tasks, shifts, team partners, or equipment.
When they collaborate in a team, the question arises how individual preferences can be aggregated to
joint team decisions. This problem is at the heart of computational social choice theory [149] and can
be addressed using voting methods or concepts from game theory like auctions or negotiations. In the
context of coordinating the activities of heterogeneous human–machine teams, the preference aggregation
has to be embedded into the mechanisms serving to optimize the team formation, task assignment,
and task sequencing. To ensure enduring acceptance of the aggregation and allocation mechanisms,
fairness among the members of a team and among the different teams is a crucial point. Obviously,
fairness is a precondition to establishing trusting relationships within and among the human–machine
teams. Moreover, implementing game-theoretical coordination schemes in practice generally requires
transferring large parts of the human team members’ optimization calculus to software systems like
bidding machines [150]. Since the computations are based on private data, providing truthful information
will only be secured if there is confidence in the incentive-compatibility of the coordination mechanisms
and in the privacy protection concept. Trust-related questions raised in this context can be treated within
the framework of multi-agent systems [151]. The validity of findings from multi-agent simulations should
then be tested empirically in laboratory experiments. In behavioral economics, such experiments are
typically based on trust games, where trust is expressed by making some initial sacrifice [152].
4.3.3. Decentralized Scheduling Models with Complex Real-World Constraints
In the scheduling literature, different game-theoretic coordination mechanisms have been devised for
machine and basic resource-constrained scheduling models. On the other hand, there exists a large body of
literature dealing with more general scheduling models including various constraints that arise in practical
production and service operations management [153]. Important features include material-availability and
storage-capacity constraints [154], prescribed minimum and maximum time lags between the execution
of individual tasks [155], and transfer times of facilities and personnel between consecutive tasks [156].
For example, material-availability constraints arise in divergent process structures that include operations
feeding concurrent sub-processes. Minimum and maximum time lags can serve to model technical or
organizational synchronization requirements, and transfer times arise as sequence-dependent setup times
in production or transportation times in multi-site scheduling and routing applications. To promote the
dissemination of decentralized scheduling approaches in practice, the coordination mechanisms must be
combined with more complex scheduling models that cover the practical requirements often encountered
in industrial production and service systems.
4.3.4. Methods for Reliable Performance Assessment
The effectiveness and efficiency of the different building blocks sketched in the previous paragraphs
should be numerically compared against more traditional approaches from operations planning and
control. A centralized planning method can provide benchmark results for single-criteria scenarios under
perfect information, which allow for evaluating the price of anarchy incurred by adopting a decentralized
multi-agent perspective. In practice, manufacturing control based on production authorization cards
and simple decision rules are often a valuable alternative to the costly centralized short-term planning.
Popular examples of such card-based production control are Kanban, ConWIP, or 19 POLCA systems.
The underpinning principles can also be applied to service process control and be enhanced by simple
rules governing local ad-hoc team formation and task assignment. To ensure practically meaningful and
statistically significant insights into the pros and cons of the different paradigms, the experimental design
of the performance analysis must be based on a systematic variation of problem parameters that are
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supposed to largely impact on the general difficulty of the problem instances and on the relative suitability
of the different approaches. To generate a sufficiently large and representative set of problem instances,
the test bed can be created, e.g., using generative methods from machine learning based on real-world
samples.
A promising methodology for performance evaluation of optimization large-scale human–machine
team scenarios with heterogeneous human satisfaction functions is multi-agent-based modeling and
simulation [157]. This microscopic modeling approach has been successfully applied to a number of large
scale sociotechnical systems, including traffic modeling and simulation [158,159], urban shared spaces
exploration [109,160], platooning [161], or product lifecycle management [162]. An interesting problem in
this context is making the recommendations or decisions found by optimization algorithms transparent
to the humans affected. Kraus et al. [163] provide an overview of main problems and some promising
approaches towards this problem.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we carried out an analysis of the state of the art of an important class of interaction
between humans and artificially intelligent machines. We considered situations of collaborative
hand-in-hand human–machine teamwork on joint tasks or objects. Already today, this form of collaboration
can be observed in industrial assembly processes; in the future, they are very likely to play important
roles in other domains, including service robotics, office collaboration, or healthcare. For this class of
systems, the focus of our analysis has been on how trust between humans and machines can be defined,
built, measured, and maintained from a systems engineering perspective. Compared to a rich body of
literature on trust in general and the trustworthiness of machines in particular, literature and concrete
applications of models of trust about the human partner are sparse. A holistic approach of considering the
human–machine team as a unit, stringently required for addressing the challenge of being equal partners
in collaborative settings, is virtually absent.
An important outcome based on the analysis of the state of the art therefore has been that, for the
class of collaborative applications under consideration, there is a need for research on systematic
engineering methods for collaborative human–machine teams, fueled by a reciprocal understanding
of trust relationships between humans and machines. We propose and describe three important areas of
future research on engineering human–machine teams for trusted collaboration: methods and models for
engineering and validation of human–machine teams, identifying sensing technologies and methods to
measure and describe human conditions from the perspective of the machine, and coordination of teams
from the macro perspective. For each area, we described exemplary research opportunities. The first
includes developing holistic models of trust and reliance and using these to engineer safe human–machine
interaction. The second is concerned with sensors and hardware to unobtrusively collect physiological
features, data fusion methods to extract trust levels, and models to anticipate human behaviour. The final
research field is devoted to the formation of teams and scheduling tasks, heterogeneous preferences,
fairness and trust-building, decentralized scheduling models, and performance analysis. Figure 4 illustrates
the resulting research agenda.
A final point the authors wish to make is that successfully grasping and tackling the research
challenges discussed in this paper requires an interdisciplinary effort of various research fields.
These include but are not restricted to human factors and human–machine interaction, software
engineering, formal verification and validation, Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) sensing technologies,
computational modeling of sociotechnical systems and multi-agent systems, robotics and control, AI and
data science, optimization, as well as expertise in the application areas under consideration.
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